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November 7, 2006 
 
 
Tim Nolan 
Duluth-Superior Eco-Industrial Development Initiative 
c/o Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 
520 Lafayette Road North 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155-4194 
 
Dear Tim, 
 
At your request I am providing this final report of findings for the Duluth-Superior Eco-Industrial 
Development Initiative. The report is organized by the primary tasks in which I was involved 
including: 
 

1. Baseline analyses – planning and coordinating 
2. Industrial real estate analysis 
3. Strategic recommendations for EID initiative 

 
As a reference for you and your project team I have also provided in the appendix of this report 
some case study summaries of eco-industrial initiatives from North America and a few 
international examples. Please feel free to contact me regarding further details on these 
initiatives. 
  
Data collection and analyses were conducted by Trillium Planning & Development, student 
interns from the College of Saint Scholastica, and by you and your staff at the Minnesota 
Pollution Control Agency. I should take this time to thank you Tim, as well as Ralph Loomis, for 
the considerable guidance and assistance provided during the project.  
 
It has been a pleasure assisting you with this exciting business development effort. Please feel 
free to contact me regarding any aspect of this document. I look forward to continuing to 
advance the goals of the Duluth-Superior Eco-Industrial Development Initiative.  
 
 
Regards, 
 

 
Corey Brinkema 
Principal 
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Baseline Analyses 

Baseline analyses are fundamental to eco-industrial development. By definition, EID involves 
the networking of multiple enterprises, many of which come to the table with limited shared 
information.  Baseline analyses seek to provide a shared understanding of available, sometimes 
underutilized resources. The analyses include but are not limited to the careful inventorying of 
material and energy flows in the private and public sectors, identifying land resources and 
property market conditions, recognizing the region’s intellectual assets, and surveying current 
employment and economic situation and trends. 

This initiative began conducting baseline analyses focused on two of the more important 
components: resource flows and an industrial real estate analysis. Student researchers from the 
College of Saint Scholastica were successful in collecting and analyzing available secondary 
data sources and have prepared the project team for conducting necessary primary research 
including direct surveying of area industries. The characterization of industrial properties is 
largely complete and summary findings are contained in the following section. 

The project team also initiated the development a geographical information system (GIS) 
baseline analysis tool to assist in data management. The following attributes are expected to be 
included in the GIS tool which would be a logical complement to other data management tools 
available in the region (e.g. Northland Connection). 

• Base map of region 

• Potential for multiple layers (examples below) 
- Industrial parks 
- Available buildings and land 
- Manufacturing operation profiles (with sector classifications) 
- Industrial suppliers (with sector classifications) 
- Electric power stations 
- Major transmission lines, gas pipelines 
- Water supplies, wastewater treatment 
- Transportation routes 
- Other 

• All data from baseline analysis is attached to map by “geocoding” 
- Industrial business survey data 
- Industrial park statistics 
- Property rental and sales data 
- Utilities statistics 
- Other 

• Ability to conduct layer comparisons and radii searches 

• Ability to aggregate critical data with radii searches 

With existing (digital) base maps and preliminary baseline data collected by the student 
researchers, the project team has assembled the necessary foundation for an integrated GIS 
tool for planning eco-industrial development. Important next steps will include geocoding the 
region’s resource intensive industries and public facilities and gathering direct operational 
information from these sites.  
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Twin Ports Industrial Real Estate Market 

Characterizing the local industrial real estate market is a core exercise of the eco-industrial 
baseline study. The analysis should identify concentrations of industrial development (including 
owner-occupant and investment properties), inventory relevant infrastructure, survey market 
conditions (recent construction, absorption, vacancy, pricing), and consider property 
development opportunities from both a conventional and eco-industrial perspective. The real 
estate analysis affords the various stakeholders an equal understanding of the local industrial 
property markets and assists in making the connections between traditional industrial 
development and eco-industrial development. 
 

Information Resources 

The Twins Port industrial real estate market, like other markets its size, elicits very limited public 
analysis of the state of the market. Generally, up-to-date market information is in the hands of a 
few professionals including investment property owners, commercial brokers, commercial 
appraisers, and selected economic development officials. One notable exception in the Twin 
Ports is Arrowhead Business Connection’s Northland Connection website which provides a 
thorough compilation of available properties (for lease or sale). While the primary purpose of the 
Northland Connection database is to provide prospecting businesses and their agents with 
property listings, the site should continue to improve in function with aggregate data on vacancy 
and pricing.  

Regarding other sources of industrial market information, the following individuals are 
considered among the most knowledgeable of market conditions and regional industrial 
development: Sandy Hoff (FI Salter), Chris Maddy (NorthSpan Group) Frank & Dave Holappa 
(Holappa Commercial Real Estate), Heidi Timm-Bijold (City of Duluth), Jason Serck (City of 
Superior), Andy McDonough (Duluth Seaway Port Authority), Rob Link (A&L Properties), and 
Andy Lisack (Development Association). 
 

Market Size 

The Twin Ports industrial real estate market is a considered a small third tier property market. 
The categorization of markets is largely a function of population with the Duluth-Superior MSA 
ranking 184th among metropolitan areas nationally (2000 US Census). Third tier markets the 
size of the Twin Ports are characterized by high levels of owner occupancy and limited 
speculative development. Growth in small third tier markets is more frequently the result of the 
success of specific local companies or new business recruitment rather than general economic 
growth. 

As of March 2006, industrial properties in Duluth and Superior listed on Northland Connection 
included 580,000 s.f. of total leasable space of which 460,000 was vacant (these figures 
exclude Clyde Industrial Park). Another 85,000 s.f. is listed for sale. The figures do not include 
owner occupied facilities or investment properties that are fully leased. 

 

Infrastructure 

For a small third tier market the Twin Ports pack both breadth and depth in transportation 
infrastructure. The market is home to the westernmost port facilities of the Great Lakes St. 
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Lawrence Seaway system and has extensive railway connections (see Figure 1). The market is 
adequately served by highways including the northern terminus of US Interstate 35 (in 
downtown Duluth), US Highways 2 and 53 (Minnesota and Wisconsin), and State Highways 23 
and 61 (Duluth to Ontario border). Passenger and cargo air service is available through Duluth 
International Airport. The region is also well served by energy (electricity and natural gas) and 
telecommunications utilities. 
 

Submarkets and Nodes 

The Twin Ports industrial real estate market is conveniently divided into the two submarkets of 
Duluth and Superior. The Duluth submarket contains two industrial market nodes: the Duluth 
seaport and the Duluth International Airport. The seaport node includes warehouse and docking 
facilities and a mix of manufacturing operations such as the Duluth Paper Mill of Stora Enso, 
Georgia-Pacific’s hardboard plant, and BendTec (metal bending equipment). The Airport node is 
anchored by the Duluth Airpark Industrial Park and includes surrounding industrial operations 
and available land for development. Cirrus Design, a global leader in personal aviation aircraft, 
is the largest manufacturer in the Airport node. The Duluth Seaway Port Authority owns and 
manages much of the Airpark land and markets sites in both nodes. 

The Superior industrial real estate submarket contains three nodes: Winter Street, Connors 
Point, and Hill Avenue. Winter Street and Connors Point include Superior’s port facilities. Hill 
Avenue comprises a small concentration of warehouse and distribution facilities as well as 
Murphy Oil, the region’s major oil refinery. The Superior industrial market is characterized by 
older warehouse and distribution facilities, a few small manufacturers, and two petroleum 
products producers – AMSOIL (synthetic lubricants) and Murphy Oil (oil refinery).  
 

Industrial Market Pricing and Market Conditions 

With a few exceptions, industrial facilities currently on the market for lease and sale consist of 
older buildings that meet few of the demands of modern industrial users. The market has been 
relatively stagnant but stable for the past five years. Building vacancy is difficult to determine 
without a complete inventory of leasable properties but is likely greater than 30%. Lease rates 
range from $3 to $5 per square foot for manufacturing/warehouse space, and $7 to $10 for 
office finish within industrial buildings. Two speculative building shells were constructed in 2005 
- the Garfield Enterprise Park facility (on Garfield Pier) and an office-warehouse facility in 
Oneota Industrial Park. These two buildings constitute the upper end of the market lease rate 
range with asking net rents of $5/$10 (warehouse/office) for Garfield and blended rates of $7-$9 
for the building in Oneota. 

A number of industrial properties, mostly land only, are currently being marketed for sale. Land 
within existing industrial parks ranges in asking price from $25,000 to $98,000 per acre. 
However, future transactions for properties controlled by the Cities of Duluth and Superior could 
involve economic development subsidies whereby land is sold at below market values. 
Minnesota JOBZ designations and TIF districts that include several Superior industrial 
properties will also come to play in determining the pricing of many industrial land transactions.  

Only a handful of industrial buildings are currently available, with pricing from $22 to $41 per 
square foot of building area. 

As mentioned earlier, significant activity in the Twin Ports industrial real estate market is most 
likely to occur due to local business expansion or contraction and through successful business 
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Table 1: Industrial Land & Buildings for Sale or Lease (March 2006) 

 

Building Building Lease

Industrial Site Property Year Blt Bldg Const Acres Total SF Available SF Asking Price Price/Acre Rate

LAND AVAILABLE

Duluth

Waseca Industrial Park Land 15.0        653,400$             43,560$               

Atlas Cement JOBZ Land 62.0        1,612,000$          26,000$               

Box Factory JOBZ Land 0.6          For lease

Canadian National JOBZ Land 40.0        1,200,000$          30,000$               

Duluth Airpark JOBZ Land 96.3        

Industrial Technology Park Land 36.0        1,800,000$          50,000$               

Duluth Harbor JOBZ Land 32.6        For lease

Garfield Enterprise Park JOBZ Land 26.5        

Hwy 61 Development Sites Land 50.0        

Steelton Land 40.0        1,200,000$          30,000$               

Union Pacific JOBZ 8.0          784,080$             98,010$               

Subtotal 407.0      

Superior

Parkland Inddustrial Park Land 150.0      $0-$300,000 $0-$2,000

Hill Avenue Industrial Park Land 8.0          For lease

Winter Street Industrial Park Land 35.0        $0-$1,255,000 $0-$35,000

Subtotal 193.0      

BUILDINGS AVAILABLE

Duluth

Louis Kemp Foods O/W 1931 Masonry 2.4          43,000           20,000                 For lease

2711 Courtland Street O/W 1995 Steel 14,500           14,500                 $4.64

Airpark Flex Space O/W 1980 Precast 31,230           10,331                 $5.00

Arrowhead Equipment O/W 1975 Masonry 6.5          50,637           50,637                 2,100,000$          

Garfield Enterprise Park Facility O/W 2005 Precast 49,000           43,000                 For lease $5/$10

ISD 709 Building O/W Masonry 1.3          35,558           35,558                 795,000$             

Oneota Office/Warehouse O/W 2005 2.8          31,000           4,000                   $7-$9

Demco Building Industrial 1990 Steel 1.0          22,400           22,400                 For lease $4.00

Subtotal 277,325         200,426               

Superior

AMSOIL/Flemming WH/Dist 1990 Masonry/Steel 55.5        371,000         109,205               For lease

Elkhorn Industries Industrial 1965 Steel 49.0        194,000         174,000               For lease

ABC Rail Industrial 1950's Masonry 8.7          85,000           63,000                 For lease

650,000         346,205               
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recruitment efforts by local economic development agencies. The ability to recruit companies 
into the region is moderately impacted by the conditions of proximate real estate markets. The 
Twin Ports region’s closest “competing” metropolitan market is that of the Twin Cities which 
after several years of softening has recently experienced positive absorption, reduction in 
vacancy, and an up tick in pricing. New industrial construction is occurring after four years of 
near dormancy. These improving conditions may offer a minor boost to the Twin Ports market 
as select firms consider alternatives to the increasing cost of occupancy in the Twin Cities.  
 

Future Development 

The Twin Ports contain more than 600 acres of vacant brownfield and greenfield sites zoned 
and marketed for industrial uses. The following four locations offer the greatest opportunity for 
future multi-user industrial development including the potential for positioning as an eco-
industrial park: 1) the contiguous Atlas Cement, Canadian National and US Steel sites; 2) the 
Airpark Industrial Park expansion in Duluth; 3) Winter Street Industrial Park in Superior; and 4) 
Parkland Industrial Park in Superior. The four sites are described in the following table. 
 
Site  Location Size & Zoning Characteristics 

Atlas Cement / 
US Steel 

Gary, New Duluth, 
Steelton 

102 acres industrial + 
640 acres mixed use 

Former cement kiln, rail yards, and Duluth 
Works steel mills; priority redevelopment site in 
new comprehensive plan; JOBZ designation 

Duluth Airpark Duluth  

(adj. Hermantown) 

96 acres industrial Greenfield sites adjacent to existing Airpark; 
planned for light manufacturing, office-
warehouse, and office-showroom facilities; 
controlled by Port Authority; JOBZ designation 

Winter Street Superior  

(adj. St. Louis Bay) 

35 acres industrial Controlled by City of Superior; adjacent dock 
facilities; BNSF rail spur; direct access to I-35; 
TIF district 

Parkland Superior  

(adj. Parkland Twp) 

150 acres industrial City-owned greenfields property along city’s 
southern boundry; adjacent BNSF, UP and CN 
rail; TIF district 

 
 
EID Perspective 

Of the four development sites described above, the Atlas Cement / US Steel and Winter Street 
locations offer the most desirable combination of features for consideration as an eco-industrial 
park.  

• The Atlas Cement and Canadian National sites (102 acres) possess the scale necessary 
for multiple industrial park users and the flexibility in planning a wide range of 
alternatives. Both are designated under the Minnesota JOBZ program. The adjacent 
640-acre US Steel site, with rail and port access, affords even greater potential. 
Returning this combination of properties to productive and sustainable use will require a 
coherent vision and discipline. Local officials must be careful to avoid one-off business 
development opportunities that fail to contribute to an agreed upon long-term plan. The 
newly finalized Duluth Comprehensive Plan identifies these sites as a priority for 
redevelopment, and also directs planners to consider eco-industrial strategies where 
possible. The City’s industrial potential is largely locked up in this combination of 
properties and it would be wise to convene multiple stakeholders in an integrated 
planning process as a follow up to the recent Comprehensive Plan effort. 
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• The Winter Street Industrial Park (35 acres) is of much smaller scale but enjoys distinct 
logistics advantages such as port facilities and immediate Interstate connections. The 
newly platted park is adjacent to AMSOIL’s distribution facility and a FedEx distribution 
center now under construction. The site is also adjacent to Midwest Energy Resource’s 
coal terminal. The City of Superior is prepared to utilize tax increment financing to attract 
businesses to the site. This site is far less complex than the combination of properties in 
Gary/New Duluth and could be explored initially with a planning charrette similar to the 
exercise that was conducted on behalf of Elkhorn Industries. 

The Duluth Airpark expansion and Parkland sites also provide opportunities for applying 
eco-industrial strategies and should not be discounted by the initiative. At present, the 
Airpark is primarily targeted at aviation and technology related enterprises, while the 
Parkland property is considered an attractive location for distribution facilities. Both locations 
present the potential for applying sustainable design to infrastructure, site and facility 
development. Centralized energy facilities could be considered as can a host of other 
shared resources and shared logistics. 

 
 
Single Site EID Opportunities 

In addition to options presented above, there exist several adaptive building and site reuse 
opportunities that could incorporate eco-industrial and sustainable design strategies. A leading 
candidate for single site eco-industrial development is the former Georgia Pacific plant on 
Connors Point in Superior. The 49-acre property, now known as the Elkhorn Industries, contains 
194,000 square feet of buildings and salvageable industrial equipment. Jeff Foster Trucking of 
Superior purchased the site and through its Elkhorn Industries subsidiary is considering 
conversion to a multifaceted industrial operation including fiberboard and waste-to-energy 
production. Such an ambitious project if implemented would be a compelling model for EID in 
the region. The planning charrette completed during the course of this study was an excellent 
starting point and the initiative should continue to support Elkhorn Industries and other 
stakeholders on this project. 

The Clyde Industrial Park property was an early focus of this study but recent developments 
including plans for a sports center on the site lessen the property’s industrial potential. Limited 
mixed use commercial and residential opportunities remain at Clyde in conjunction with the 
sports center. Because of demonstrated willingness of the developer, the Twin Ports EID 
Initiative should continue to support sustainable design efforts at the former Clyde Iron Works 
facility. 
 
Other single site EID opportunities may be present at existing industrial operations such as 
Murphy Oil, Stora Enso, or Georgia Pacific. All three operations require considerable material 
and energy inputs and produce various byproducts. Oil refineries, paper mills, and secondary 
wood processors across the U.S. and internationally have a long history of EID-style 
relationships. 
 
In fact, the relationship between Stora Enso and Minnesota Power is already an outstanding 
example of eco-industrial networking and merits highlighting and possible leveraging by this 
initiative. In 1987, the City of Duluth retooled the M.L. Hibbard generation station to co-fire wood 
residues with coal and natural gas. Now the 70 megawatt (total electric capacity) plant operated 
by Minnesota Power serves the entire steam load of Stora Enso’s adjacent paper mill and 
generates 48 megawatts of electricity. Approximately 80% of the fuel source of the Hibbard 
Energy Center is wood including bark and wood waste from Stora Enso. One of the first tasks of 
a renewed baseline analysis should be to fully characterize this exchange and seek out further 
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EID opportunities directly at Stora Enso and for the 14 acres of Stora Enso property available 
for development and designated JOBZ.  
 

 

Other Recommendations 

 
Specific development opportunities are in the previous section. To further explore and develop 
promising opportunities it is imperative that the momentum of the Duluth-Superior Eco-Industrial 
Development Initiative be maintained and ideally expanded in both breadth and depth. Toward 
this end, the following recommendations are made: 

• Form a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization to champion the initiative. This organizational 
structure best suited for public and private sector collaboration and flexibility of 
investment given the wide variety of interests and eco-industrial stakeholders in the 
region. 

• Continue to build on technical assistance capacity of the Initiative with leadership by 
the proposed 501(c)(3) organization. General planning capacity should be housed within 
the new organization but additional functional expertise should be sought out in the form 
of partnerships with external organizations. The demand for technical assistance is 
apparent as the current project team has already engaged in site-specific planning 
charrettes and has provided one-on-one consulting. 

• Complete baseline characterization with the immediate next steps of direct industry 
operation surveys and the development of the GIS tool. 

• Identify & recognize regional examples of EID already in implementation through 
case studies, recognition, and site tours. Examples include Stora Enso and M.L. Hibbard 
Station, Laskin Energy Park, and TrueRide. 

• Identify, champion, and support burgeoning efforts including Elkhorn Industries. 

• Maintain a balanced emphasis on large-scale anchor business development and 
small scale opportunities in order to secure short term successes while developing 
more speculative “home-run” projects. 

• Emphasis on substituting imports with locally-derived raw materials and finished 
product to increase local commerce and local economic benefit and reduce the 
embodied energy of per capita regional consumption. 

• Be selective in providing support and resources to projects outside the Duluth-
Superior are as such opportunities could draw limited intellectual capacity away from 
important work within the Twin Ports. However, one project outside the area that merits 
attention for its potential as a regional EID model is Laskin Energy Park in Hoyt Lakes. 

• Develop a productive relationship with Minnesota Power to identify and support eco-
industrial opportunities as the utility considers regional resource planning. 

• Integrate baseline data resources with Northland Connection. As the region’s 
premier web-based business information source, Northland Connection should be 
sought as a partner in the development and maintenance of regional baseline data. 
Northland Connection could be benefit from the GIS efforts of the eco-industrial initiative. 

• Tie into and leverage the recently completed Duluth Comprehensive Plan. The 
project team was successful in inserting consideration of eco-industrial development in 
Duluth’s new Comprehensive Plan. It will be important to follow up this achievement with 
technical and other support to new initiatives borne out of the Comprehensive Plan.  
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• Work to “green” other property development in the Twin Ports. As a leader in 
regional sustainable development, the proposed organization shouldn’t shy away from 
supporting improvements to the sustainability of and potential for eco-industrial 
networking within major non-industrial development projects. These might include new 
investments in civic infrastructure, hospital additions, office and mixed use projects, etc.  

• Coordinate with “greening” of Duluth municipal operations. The City of Duluth has 
recently committed to improving the sustainability of its own operations. The proposed 
organization should work closely with the City to ensure the consideration of networking 
opportunities across other public and private sector operations. 

 

 

 
 

-END-
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Figure 1: Individual Business Analysis Template 
 

   
Business concept • Concise description 

• Competitive advantages 
 

 

Products/Services 

 
• Product/service lines 
• Individual products/services 
• Relative share of revenue/profit 
 

 

Competitive 
Positions 

 

• Define market/s 
• Market share 
• Direct and indirect competitors 
• Substitute products/services 

 

 

Industry Value 
chain 

 

• Document components 
• Level of vertical/horizontal integration 
• Future aspirations 
• Trends in industry 

 

 

Fixed Assets 

 
• Land: size, relative uses, future objectives 
• Facilities: size, current uses, future objectives 
• Equipment: process versus administrative 
• Process: value making versus waste management 
• Other fixed assets: vehicles 
• Secondary locations 

 

 

Business inputs  
(resources) 

 

• Labor: size, breakdown, specific skills, pay scale,  
• Raw materials: type, quantities, source, transportation, fluctuations, 

alternatives 
• Water use: quantity, cost, pretreatment 
• Process energy: type, source, quantities, suppliers, costs 
• Facilities energy: Electricity, heating, cooling, fuel sources, suppliers, 

quantities, sources, costs 

 

 

Business outputs 
(products & waste) 

 

• Products: type, use, length of use, customer demographics, end-of-life 
• Solid waste: type, volume, costs, landfill/incineration, recycling 
• Hazardous waste: type, volume, costs, permits, recycling 
• Air emissions: contaminant type, volume, costs, permits, recycling 
• Sewer discharge: volume, costs, contaminants, permits 

• Stormwater runoff 
 

 

Distribution 
Logistics 

 

• Internal or outsourced 
• Transportation issues: shipment logistics, frequency, size 
• Vehicle requirements 

 

 

Labor 
 

• Number of employees, position breakdown, pay scale 
• Trends in staff size, skills required 
• Assessment of labor pool 
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Figure 2: Industrial Business Survey 

 

We’re providing this written survey to expedite the information gathering process for a feasibility study 
and master plan. Feel free to use additional pages for your answers, but please reference the question 
number.  If more than one individual is completing the survey, please indicate who answered which 
question so that we may save your time in following up.  In addition to answering the questions below, 
please provide, if available, a site plan of your property and improvements. 

 
  
Name of Business:  
 
Main contact person: 
 
 

Business Description 
 
1. Please provide a concise description of your business. 
 
 
2. Please characterize your product lines and/or service lines. 
 
 
Product / Service Lines 

 
Unit Sales 

% Revenue 
Contribution 

% Profit 
Contribution 

Changes in 
Past 5 Years 

     
     
     
     
     
     
     
 
3. Please provide an outline of your firm’s supply (value) chain - starting with suppliers, your firm 

processes, any intermediate buyers, distribution, through to the end customers.  You do not have to 
list each supplier by name, but please note roughly how many suppliers you use, how many 
intermediate buyers, how many customers, and what each group’s major function is in the supply 
chain.  

  

Land & Improvements 
 
4. What is the total area in square feet of you’re a) site and b) buildings? 
 
 
5. Please characterize your facilities: 
 
 
Use 

 
Total area (s.f.) 

Ceiling 
Clear height 

 
Air Conditioning / Heat Required? 

Production/Mftg    

Warehouse/Distribution    

Office    
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Laboratory/Testing    

Mechanical rooms    

Other    
 
6. Manufacturing/Production: Please list major equipment, their function/s, and space requirements:  
 
Equipment Functions Footprint (s.f.) 

L x W x H 
Energy (BTU  & 
Voltage req) 

Other Requirements 

     
     
     
     
 
7. What is the total size of your manufacturing area? 
 
 
8. Do you have significant other fixed assets such as vehicles, signage? 
 
 
9. Do you have other locations for your business?  If so, what purpose do these sites have and what 

is/are the square footage of the land and improvements? 
 
 
10. What are the different uses of your unimproved land? 
  
 
 
11. Do you own or lease the facilities you currently occupy?  
 
 
12. If you lease your facilities, what are your current lease terms ($/square foot, expiration year, renewal 

options, ownership options, etc.)? 
 
 
13. If you own the building(s) you’re presently in, at what point are you in your depreciation schedule?  
 
 
14. Were your facilities designed & built for your business or did you occupy existing facilities? 
 
 
15. Do you have future objectives that might alter the current uses of this land and/or facilities? 
 
 
16. What are the major shortcomings of the current space your company occupies? For example: 

shortage of space, inappropriate layout, low clear heights, insufficient docking facilities, etc. 
 

Processes & Resources (Labor, Materials, Energy) 

18. On a separate sheet, please describe the process flow of your production system.  If there are 
multiple processes, please describe each one. Below is an example of a possible process flow; 
please feel free to adjust as you see appropriate. If you would like to wait until an in-person meeting 
to develop a sketch, just include a general description of your process. 
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Inputs depicted by:  

Process stages depicted by:  

Outputs depicted by (including waste):  

Flow from one process to the next depicted by: 

 

 

Example: 

 

 
19. Please briefly characterize your labor force: 
 
 
Functional area 

Number of 
employees 

Number of 
Work Shifts 

Average 
Wage 

 
Benefits Included 

Management     
Other administration     
Engineering     
Production / Mftg     
Warehousing     
Distribution     
Maintenance     
 
 
20. Please provide the following information for the major raw materials you use in your business: 

 
 
Material  

Annual 
Quantity 

 
Source 

Method of 
Delivery 

Alternative 
Material 

     
     
     
     
     
     
 
21. Detail the quantity of water you use annually (or monthly if usage fluctuates); also detail the cost, and 

whether pretreatment is required for particular processes. 
 
 
22. Please describe process energy inputs: purpose of energy, source (natural gas, fuel oil, electricity, 

other), annual quantities and costs, and suppliers.  
 
 
23. Please describe facilities energy inputs: electricity, heating fuels, suppliers, quantities, costs. If 

consumption figures are not documented otherwise, please provide calendar year 2001 utility bills. 
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24. Please characterize your solid waste generation.  
 
 
Solid waste  

Process 
Source 

Annual 
Volume 

Disposal/Recovery 
Method 

Annual 
Cost 

     
     
     
     
 
25. Do you or does a third party recycle and/or reuse any of your solid waste?  
 
26. Please characterize your hazardous waste generation: 
 
 
Hazardous waste  

Process 
Source 

Annual 
Volume 

Average Volume 
Stored At One 
Time  

Disposal/Recovery 
Method 

Annual 
Cost 

      
      
      
      
 
27. What special permits are required to have for generating or disposing of hazardous waste? 
 
 
28. Do you or does a third party recycle and/or reuse any of your hazardous waste? 
 
 
29. Please characterize your air emissions: 
 
 
Air Pollutant 

Process 
Source 

Annual 
Volume 

Treatment 
Method 

Annual 
Cost 

     
     
     
 
30. What special permits are required to have for generating or disposing of hazardous waste? 
 
 
31. What is the annual volume of your sewer discharge and what are the costs?  
 
 
32. Are you required to treat your sewer discharge? If so, are special permits required? 
 
 
 
 
END OF SURVEY. THANK YOU!  
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Figure 3: Twin Ports Rail Infrastructure 
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Figure 4: Duluth Industrial Real Estate Nodes 
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Duluth Intl Airport 
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Figure 5: Superior Industrial Real Estate Nodes 
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Figure 6: Potential EIP Sites in the Twin Ports 

 

 

 

Atlas Cement / Canadian National (Gary / New Duluth)  Duluth Airpark 

 

 

 

Parkland Industrial Park (Superior)  Winter Street Industrial Park (Superior) 

 

  

Canadian National / 
Atlas Cement 
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Figure 7: Atlas Cement / US Steel Site (from 2006 Duluth Comprehensive Plan) 
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Figure 8: Elkhorn Industries Property – Connors Point, Superior 
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Figure 9: Duluth Airpark Expansion Plat Map 
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EID Benchmarking 

To understand the factors contributing to project successes and failures more completely, the 
investigators undertook a benchmarking exercise of selected industrial development projects 
involving the networking of independent firms. The benchmarking effort was mostly of US-based 
projects, but included two in Canada, one in South Africa, and another in Germany. Selected 
cases are described in detail below and followed by a summary table of all the projects. In 
addition to understanding the origins and evolution of other initiatives, the benchmarking 
exercise provides the opportunity to identify common success factors and mistakes. 

 

1. Londonderry Eco Park 

The 100-acre Londonderry Eco Park was conceived as an eco-industrial park by municipal 
economic development officers and a local food processer (Stonyfield Farms). The Park was 
initially owned by the City of Londonderry but later sold to a private developer (eventually known 
as Sustainable Design & Development, LLC) with encumbrances in the 
form of eco-industrial “codes, covenants and restrictions”. The private 
developer was initially rather skeptical of the concept but grew 
increasingly intrigued when both a major power producer (AES) and a 
German-based HVAC equipment manufacturer (Buderus) discovered 
the project specifically because of its attention to the concerns of 
sustainable development. Both firms located in the park, AES 
constructing a 730 MW combined-cycle power station, and the German 
firm building a 50,000 square foot regional distribution center.  

The development benefits from a strategic location adjacent to a fast-
growing regional airport, and is roughly 80 percent full. The 
combined-cycle power plant held the initial promise of cogeneration 
opportunities with neighboring companies, in particular Stonyfield 
Farms, but the low-grade quality of the remaining energy was found to be insufficient for most 
prospective users, and the financial woes of the plant (no long-term power contracts) later 
consumed AES officials. The Park development did involve a mutually beneficial arrangement 
between AES and the City of Manchester in which Manchester’s treated wastewater is used for 
make-up water for plant cooling. AES discharges the cycled water with lower suspended solids 
and biological oxygen demand than the effluent of the city wastewater treatment system. 

 

2. Red Hills EcoPlex 

A public-private partnership including the Mississippi Development Authority, Choctaw 
Economic Development, 4-County Electric Power Association and the Tennessee Valley 
Authority has broken ground on the Red Hills EcoPlex, a 137-acre planned industrial park that 
includes a recently commissioned 440 MW lignite-fired power station and an adjacent 700 MW 

combined-cycle, natural gas fired station currently under construction. The 
lignite for the 440 MW station comes from an adjoining open pit mine 
operated by a subsidiary of North American Coal Corporation. The project 
has received state financial commitments of $30 million for infrastructure 
and tax increment financing. An initial $1.4 million has been invested in 

Front Cover of Conservation 
Matters Summer 2002 
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basic infrastructure. Economic development officials are targeting the following industries for 
tenancy in the park: “food processing and kindred products, lumber and wood products, paper 
and allied products, stone, clay and concrete products, and other industries including carbon 
dioxide recovery, agricultural-based organic chemical products, fertilizer production, and textile 
milling”. The park is located in a very rural part of the state near Ackerman in Choctaw County 
which, at the time of groundbreaking, was experiencing a significant economic downturn and an 
18% unemployment rate. 

 

3. Alberta’s Industrial Heartland 

Launched in 1999, Alberta’s Industrial Heartland was conceived by four municipalities in 
Alberta, Canada’s heartland to “ensure future growth in the region occurred in a coordinated 
and responsible manner.” The region is home to more than C$11 billion in industrial investment 
in the petrochemical and chemical industries. Integral to the 
initiative is the improvement of energy and material utilization 
within plant complexes and among plant complexes, for both 
economic gains and ecological improvement. The initiative seeks 
to brand the region as a ecologically-sensitive petrochemical 
industry cluster. Economic development opportunities are 
specifically sought in the area of downstream chemicals and 
cogeneration between existing firms and by recruiting new firms to the region. The initiative is 
actively promoted by regular “Synergy” workshops on various industry ecology topics, and via 
the Internet and paper literature. More about Alberta’s Industrial Heartland initiative is provided 
in the Appendix. 

 

4. Northern Lights Ethanol 

Northern Lights Ethanol is a 40 million gallon per year ethanol refinery sited adjacent to Big 
Stone I power station (owned by Otter Tail Power and MDU). Northern Growers Cooperative is 

the majority owner with ethanol developer Broin Companies as 
minority stakeholder. The 650 member farmer cooperative raised $14 
million of start-up capital and Broin Companies helped finance the 
remainder. The refinery opened in 2002, and processes 15 million 
bushels of corn annually using process steam extracted from Big 
Stone. Steam is apparently sold at rates competitive with self 
generation. According to a recent Otter Tail Power financial report, 
steam sales to Northern Lights Ethanol totaled $500,000 in a three-

month period in 2003. It’s unclear whether this is the total sum of steam sales for the period or 
simply Otter Tail Power Company’s share. The refinery benefits from a reduced capital outlay in 
equipment as well as limiting exposure to fuel price swings by switching from natural gas to 
coal-based steam. Both Northern Lights and Otter Tail Power benefit from other infrastructure 
and shared services including utilities, security, rail access and emergency services. 

 

5. Sasol ChemCity 
 

Sasol Limited, a South African corporation established in 1950, is a fuels and chemicals 
manufacturing conglomerate that converts low-grade coal to high-value products. The Sasol 
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complex in South Africa consists of three facilities at two sites. Sasol Two and Sasol Three 
located in Sasolburg comprise the world’s two largest gasification facilities1 
 
Sasol and Genbel Securities (Gensec) formed a joint venture establishing ChemCity in the 
district of Sasolburg in 1998 to encourage the development of downstream SME chemical and 

related industry enterprises, particularly by disadvantaged black 
entrepreneurs. The aim has been to build a value-added chemicals 
industrial cluster that would use raw materials from Sasol’s facilities, as 
an alternative to South Africa’s annual import of chemical products worth 
billions of rand. ChemCity was worth R81 million in August 2001 with over 
40 businesses occupying two units, owned by Sasol, Gensec and Real 
Africa Holdings. In 2002, Sasol’s attempt to include Dow Chemical in 
ChemCity failed. Dow’s participation would have doubled the value of 

ChemCity, as well as introduced the first chemical plants into the development. The ChemCity 
initiative was reintroduced in late 2004. Sasol Chemical Industries reestablished it as a wholly 
owned subsidiary. Sasol will assist in the identification and establishment of businesses and 
entrepreneurs by providing access and use of Sasol resources. Enterprises will carry the 
ChemCity brand. 
 
ChemCity had three distinct advantages. The South African government backed the 
development. Sasol, a multi-billion dollar company, financed the initial phase, and the scale of 
Sasol’s raw chemical production from its three facilities is extensive (at least five times more 
than the Great Plains Synfuels Plant). However, the component businesses within ChemCity 
are not known. From news reports, it appears that it lacked downstream chemical industries. 
The failure to obtain Dow’s participation seems to have hindered its initial growth. No news was 
available subsequent to this event and Sasol executives were reluctant to discuss the matter. 

  

6. Bruce Energy Centre 

The Bruce Energy Centre in Tiverton, Ontario is based on the heat and infrastructure resources 
from the Bruce Nuclear generating facility. Six businesses have been recruited into the park 
based on the cost savings inherent in the shared-resources 
network. These businesses include a small-scale ethanol refinery, 
a livestock feeds company that dehydrates alfalfa, a fruit juice 
producer, a polypropylene plastic film producer, an 8-acre 
greenhouse complex, and an energy industry R&D facility. In 
addition to each company’s use of the steam for process and 
building heating, there are other inter-company exchanges of 
materials like carbon dioxide from the (ethanol) alcohols refinery 
used by the greenhouse complex and dried distillers grains used 
by the livestock feeds company. The Bruce Energy Centre has 
recently explored the deployment of a natural gas-fired cogeneration system to replace the 
nuclear plant as a source of the industrial park’s steam. 

 

7. Coffeyville 

Coffeyville Refinery and Fertilizer Plant consists of a refinery that processes crude oil to produce 
petroleum products. Petroleum coke (petcoke), a major waste product of the process, is gasified 
to yield syngas which is used to produce ammonia. The refinery capacity is 125,000 BPD. A 

Commercial Alcohols Inc. 
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total of 1,100 short tons per day of petcoke is processed to produce 1,100 short tons per day of 
ammonia. A portion of ammonia and carbon dioxide are used to manufacture 1,500 short tons 
per day of Urea-Ammonia-Nitrate.  

Coffeyville Refinery and Fertilizer Plant was formerly owned by Farmland Industries, Inc. The 
complex and other Farmland assets were sold to Coffeyville Resources, an affiliate of 
Connecticut-based private equity firm Pegasus Capital Advisors, in 2004 for $281 million. 
Farmland had lost $90 million in 2001, and was under pressure from the EPA after it failed to 
install best available control technologies (BACT) during a 1996 capacity expansion. This failure 
resulted in a Clean Air Act Notice of Violation in 2002. Pegasus typically holds its investment for 
two to five years on average, and could be looking for an opportunity to sell Coffeyville for a 
profit during better economic times. 

Texaco Development Corporation was the main consultant and Black & Veatch Pritchard was 
the main contractor for the gasification and ammonia plants. Project evaluation started in 1996, 
and the project was completed in 2000. The gasifier was purchased from the Cool Water 
Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle facility owned by Southern California Edison. The 
ammonia technology is from Casale Inc. Financing of the project 
was achieved with minimum equity investment from Farmland, 
using a tax-exempt financing method Texaco had used for their El 
Dorado facility (180-ton per day coke gasification cogeneration 
plant) and Delaware City operation (a co-generation plant).  

The opportunity to dispose of petcoke waste for a profit, as well as 
to produce ammonia independent of natural gas price volatility, 
were attractive for Farmlands. Capital costs were reduced by 
purchasing of old or idle plants, with minimum equity investment using a tax-exempt financing 
method. However, the long-term operation and profitability of the plant is uncertain due to its 
recent commissioning. The declaration of bankruptcy by Farmland Industries is not a direct 
result of the gasification and ammonia projects, but its weak financial status and EPA’s 
enforcement action against their Coffeyville Refinery. In discussion to various experts, there was 
also suggestion that the rising price of ammonia fertilizers had contributed to their weak financial 
status.  

 

8. First Energy Shippingport, PA 

Shippingport is similar to the ChemCity project in South Africa for 
the initiative and leadership by the primary industry player, in this 
case First Energy which owns and operates the Bruce Mansfield 
coal-fired power station in this Pennsylvania town. First Energy 
identified attractive candidates for recycling its flue gas 
desulfurization (FGD) byproduct and negotiated with North Carolina-
based National Gypsum to site a gypsum sheetrock manufacturing 
plant adjacent to the power station. The 70-80 tons per hour 
recycling of gypsum is considered by some to be the largest single 
material recycling operation in North America. This networking 

alliance, along with commitments to recycled paper use and zero wastewater discharge, earned 
National Gypsum Company the 2002 Governor’s Award for Environmental Excellence in 
Pennsylvania. The alliance also brought 100 jobs and $115 million new investment into the 
community ($30 million for recycling facility and $85 million for drywall plant).2 

Coffeyville Gasification Plant 

Aerial view of Bruce Mansfield  
plant and National Gypsum 
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9. Laskin Energy Park 

The 220-acre Laskin Energy Park is located in Hoyt Lakes, a rural community on the Iron Range 
of Northern Minnesota. The Park is a joint venture of Minnesota Power, the City of Hoyt Lakes, 
the Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation Board, 
and the East Range Joint Powers Board. At the heart 
of the Park is the 110 MW Laskin Energy Center 
which markets low-cost electricity, steam and natural 
gas to tenants. Park management actively promotes 
its available resources for use by wood products 
manufacturing, metal fabrication, food processing, 
electronics, biotechnology firms  Steam pressures of 
50 psi saturated to 1,100 psi are offered to 
prospective customers. A new natural gas pipeline was 
installed in 2002 to market competitively price natural gas as well. In 2002 the park welcomed 
its first tenant, Belcorp Corporation (a non-metal die cutting operation) which relocated from the 
Twin Cities. Laskin Energy Center also speculatively built a 30,000 office-warehouse building in 
2002 to be better positioned to market to the leased product. This facility is currently still 
available. 

 

10. FlexCrete, Page, Arizona 

The nation’s largest recycler of coal combustion products, ISG Resources (now Headwaters 
International) and the Navajo Housing Authority chose Page, Arizona, for the site of one of the 

first major production facilities of FlexCrete, an aerated concrete 
block used in the construction industry. The block is composed of 
roughly 60 percent fly ash from coal-fired power stations. The Page, 
Arizona facility, opened in April 2005, is directly owned by the Navajo 
Housing Authority and is conveniently located on the border of the 
Navajo Nation utilizing fly ash from the nearby Salt River Project 
Navajo Power Plant. The Navajo Housing Authority has a share of 
ownership in the FlexCrete Technology through a joint venture with 
Headwaters International. The plant plans to serve the housing needs 
on the reservation as well as urban markets in Las Vegas and 
Phoenix. Internal market guarantees within the Navajo Housing 

Authority and flexible technology ownership by Headwaters appeared to drive the feasibility of 
this development project. 

 
 
 

Aerial View of Laskin Energy Center 

Tribal leaders tour 
FlexCrete plant 
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Summary of Benchmarked Projects 

 

Project Type Notes & Lessons 

Sasol ChemCity Synfuels & chemicals 
complex 

Designed to build and support entrepreneurial sector among South 
Africa’s disadvantaged black population; challenges experienced in 
downstream chemicals small-business incubation; Sasol highly successful 
in internal products expansion 

Red Hills Eco-Plex Lignite power station, 
open pit mine & 
industrial park 

Good pre-planning and financial commitment for infrastructure; currently 
lacking project champions; impact of poor general economic conditions 
made more severe by project’s location 

Alberta’s Industrial 

Heartland 

Regional chemical 
industry networking 
initiative 

On-going economic development initiative spearheaded by several 
municipal government bodies; in-depth research and active database 
assists new development; strong industry and provincial government 
support 

Laskin Energy Park 110 MW coal-fired 
power station and 
planned industrial park 

A joint venture of Minnesota Power, the local municipality and two 
economic development organizations, this 220-acre industrial park in 
Minnesota’s iron range has attracted a stamping and die-cutting operation 
and speculatively built a 30,000 industrial building 

Northern Lights Ethanol Ethanol refinery & 
power station 

40 million gallon per year refinery sited adjacent to Big Stone 1 coal-fired 
power station, utilizing process steam; 650 member farmer cooperative 
raised $14 million of start-up capital; Broin Companies helped finance 
remainder 

Londonderry Eco Park Gas-fired power station 
& industrial park 

720MW gas-fired power station built within existing industrial park; limited 
opportunity for resource-based economic development but effective 
branding and other marketing practices has landed new businesses 

First Energy Shippingport Coal-fired power 
station & gypsum 
wallboard manufacturer 

Importance of industry as a champion; First Energy directly recruited 
National Gypsum and invested $30 million in fly ash separation and 
oxidation processes; importance of market proximity; 150 new jobs also 
brought support of local government 

Bruce Energy Centre Coal-fired power 
station & industrial park 

Nuclear power plant provides steam, electricity, water, and sewage 
treatment to greenhouse, food processor, and alcohol and plastics 
producers; considering gas-fired cogeneration plant to supplement 
heat/electricity demand 

Intervale Enterprise 

Center 

Wood-fired power 
station & value added 
agricultural industries 

Power plant operator is supportive but non-profit project champion is 
undercapitalized; still attempting to raise sufficient equity balance 

FlexCrete Manufacturer of 
aerated concrete bloc 
from CCP 

First FlexCrete plant built in Page, Arizona by nation’s largest manager of 
CCP; customer guarantees from Navajo Nation; proximity to other large 
urban markets considered important 

Hortitherm Greenhouse 
Park  

Greenhouses & coal-
fired power plant 

10+ acre greenhouse complex achieves economies of scale with capital 
investment in piping and water-to-air heat exchangers; 2.3 GW 
Neideraußen’s cooling water is hotter than ND plants 
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Critical success factors 
Based on an evaluation of resource synergy-based industrial development in the United States 
in the last decade, and interviews with national and international project leaders and other 
stakeholders, the following characteristics are considered crucial to a lasting successful 
development project: 

• Dedicated, credible, and capable project champion/s 

• Combination of visionaries (big picture project marketers) and “actionaries” (detail 
oriented staff who interpret the vision and get the work done) 

• Leveraging existing industry, institutions, and/or other local resources 

• Targeted business recruitment and an aggressive strategic marketing effort 

• Strong relationships between industry and the development community and local 
government 

• Project marketing emphasizes financial gains to project stakeholders 

• Community is treated as a key partner throughout the planning and development 
process 

• Small successes are focused on, achieved and celebrated, while maintaining a more 
comprehensive and challenging long-term vision, and 

• Flexibility and willingness to adapt 
 

Common challenges 

An examination of the benchmarking cases, including an analysis of numerous initiatives not 
described above, reveals a number of common errors and reasons for project stagnation or 
failure. Most of the errors that have been made by aspiring development practitioners are the 
converse of the success factors just described, for example, no dedicated project champion, 
scattered marketing effort, poor relationships with industry or local government, and little 
understanding of economic benefits. There are, however, other mistakes that are commonly 
made. These include: 

• Disconnect with standard real estate development practices; for example, poor location 
and/or poor general economic conditions can doom or at best stall any project 

• Reliance on quantitative software models (for by-product exchanges) to determine 
industry recruitment targets, rather than conventional marketing and sales strategies and 
relationship building, and 

• Developers are only loosely aware of project benefits and do not attempt a quantification 
of financial returns and other benefits 

 

 

                                                
1
 Data from NERL website, Gasification Dadatbase. http://www.netl.doe.gov/  

2
 2002 Governor’s Award for Environmental Excellence, Greenworks TV & Pennsylvania Department of 

Environmental Protection, 2002; and From Wet Scrubber to Drywall, Greenworks TV radio show, 
January 7,2002. 


